General approach of the General approach of the E E ö ö t t --Wash Wash group group
• Fundamental physics has been very successful & we understand an amazing amount about nature
• But the discovery of dark energy hints that we must be missing something big
• Because we do not have a clue what this is, it is interesting to make sensitive tests of sacred principles which would have profound implications if a principle breaks down.
motivation and history motivation and history in the early 1990 in the early 1990' 's s Heckel Heckel and I got interested in and I got interested in checking the symmetries of gravity and realized that checking the symmetries of gravity and realized that there were interesting experiments we could do if we there were interesting experiments we could do if we had spin had spin--polarized detectors and attractors and that this polarized detectors and attractors and that this area was largely unexplored area was largely unexplored the work I the work I' 'll discuss today is the culmination of three ll discuss today is the culmination of three generations of spin experiments and the only one we generations of spin experiments and the only one we have published have published we are very grateful to theorists who pointed out we are very grateful to theorists who pointed out interesting implications of an experiment we undertook interesting implications of an experiment we undertook for na for naï ïve reasons ve reasons any additional ideas are welcome! any additional ideas are welcome! Kostelecky Kostelecky ' ' s s et al. et al. ' ' s preferred s preferred --frame approach frame approach
• imagine that vector and axial-vector fields were spontaneously generated in the early universe and then inflated to enormous extents
• particles couple to these preferred-frame fields in Lorentz-invariant manners
• this "Standard Model Extension" predicts lots of new observables many of which violate CPT. One observable is E = σ e · b̃e where b̃e is fixed in inertial space -its benchmark value is m e non non --commutative geometry commutative geometry We define a quantity beta such that the pendulum's energy has the form If so, the pendulum will experience a torque, tau, given by and we use the observed torques on the pendulum to infer the two horizontal components of beta at any point in time. These ß N & ß E measurements can then be analyzed for:
• effects fixed in inertial space • effects associated with the sun • etc.
We test for preferred-frame effects, assuming the preferred frame to be the one in which the CMB is essentially isotropic (the dipole term vanishes)
The first effect violates rotational invariance
The second effect violates parity and boost invariance as well 
